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The aim of this work is to propose a simple

and comprehensive classification of the

anatomical features that can be found in

long-face subjects.

For this study we proceeded with an initial

research of the abstracts through the use of

the scientific archive "PubMed" using the

keywords "long-face", "long-face syndrome",

"LFS", "long face & orthodontics”.

The research was limited to the international

English bibliography including systematic

reviews and monographs published from

1980 to today and the most scientifically

pertinent ones were selected for a total of 16

articles.

Aim

Materials and Methods

Results

The collected data show that the excessive size of the face in the long face syndrome (Long Face Syndrome -

L.F.S.) is very often associated with sagittal structural diseases as well. This coexistence causes important

diagnostic, prognostic and therapeutic implications. The association in the problematic between vertical and

sagittal dimension requires a new nosological classification to better evaluate and define this correlation

between the effects that therapy produces directly on both the vertical and the anterior-posterior dimensions. In

fact, the therapeutic choice is strongly conditioned by the profilometric evaluation. The classification of Merville

appears to be the most comprehensive, allowing to face the LFS through a systematic analysis of the various

anomalies that may constitute the fundamental cause of the malformation, such as maxillary, mandibular and

intermaxillary alterations. Björk associates to the long face the post-rotational component of the mandible and

the anterior dental beanza, whether effective or masked by the compensatory anterior dento-alveolar extrusion.

Harvold has shown how nasal breathing plays a fundamental role in determining the excess of the vertical

dimension. The Schwarz analysis allows to evaluate the dimensions and topography of the cranial bones and the

position of the teeth. Coben's method correlates facial depth and vertical dimension. Starting from these

analyses, the authors propose a classification of the LFS aimed at simplifying the identification of the vertical

problems of the middle third (Fig.1).
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Orthodontic treatment must be adequately planned in patients who have alterations in the development of the

middle third of the face. In fact, an excess of sagittal growth is often associated with a vertical excess. It is

therefore fundamental to make a nosological classification of the association between vertical and sagittal

problems in order to set up an orthodontic or orthodontic-surgical therapeutic program aimed at achieving

normocclusion and creating an aesthetically pleasant facial profile.

Conclusions

Fig.1 (1-SubB): a simple classification of LFS proposed by the Authors  

Type 1 - Counterclockwise bispinal plane and normal size of the ramus.

Posterior mandibular rotation with normal angle

Possible open bite

Type 2 - Counterclockwise bispinal plane and normal size of the ramus.

Open gonial angle

Possible open bite

Type 3 - Normal bispinal plane

Short mandibular ramus

Possible open bite

Type 4 - Vertical maxillary hyper-development

Vertical hyper-development of the mandibular ramus and body

Alveolar hyper-development with or without anterior beanza

Sub A  - Mandibular body reduced than SN

Sub B  - Mandibular body exceeding than SN


